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l gel-polymer electrolyte for
lithium ion batteries with superior rate and safety
performances†

Xilin Li,‡ad Kun Qian,‡bd Yan-Bing He, *a Cheng Liu,ad Decheng An,ad Yiyang Li,ad

Dong Zhou,ad Zhiqun Lin, *c Baohua Li,a Quan-Hong Yangabd and Feiyu Kangabd

The ability to judiciously utilize gel-polymer electrolytes (GPEs) that replace liquid electrolytes is widely

recognized as an attractive route to solving the safety concerns of Li-ion batteries (LIBs). In this context,

novel LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 (NCA)/graphite GPE and NCA/graphite–Si/C GPE batteries with high energy

density and excellent electrochemical and safety performances are developed via in situ polymerization

of pentaerythritol tetraacrylate (PETEA) in a liquid electrolyte. Notably, the capacity retention of NCA/

graphite and NCA/graphite-Si/C GPE batteries after 200 cycles at the discharge rate of 5C is 92.5% and

81.2%, respectively, which are much larger than those implementing liquid electrolytes (i.e., only 55.9%

and 51.4%, respectively). Interestingly, the GPE batteries also displayed considerably lower gas

production, especially the graphite-Si/C anode battery, and did not undergo a violent combustion during

the nail penetration test compared to the liquid electrolyte batteries. The markedly enhanced

performances noted above can be attributed to the three-dimensional framework of the GPE which

promoted the formation of a very tight protective film on the surface of the electrodes during cycling,

thereby inhibiting the cyclable Li consumption and side reactions with the electrolyte. Furthermore, such

a protective film effectively retained the structural integrity of the electrodes during the cycling process

and reduced the heat reactions between the electrodes and electrolyte.
Introduction

The development of Li-ion batteries (LIBs) with high-energy
densities, long cycle life and excellent safety is of great tech-
nological importance for applications in low- or zero-emission
hybrid electric and electric vehicles (EVs) and other energy
storage systems.1 The energy density and safety of batteries
depend heavily on the chemical composition of their electrode
materials. Graphite is a commonly used anode material in LIBs.
However, due to its low theoretical capacity (372 mA h g�1), it
cannot meet the requirement of batteries with high power and
energy densities.2–11 Clearly, there has been an urgent demand
for developing high capacity anode materials.12–14 Among the
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various types of anode materials, silicon (Si) is one of the most
attractive types due to its very large theoretical specic capacity
of 4200 mA h g�1.15 However, Si-based anodes oen suffer from
a very large volume expansion (>300%) during lithiation/
delithiation, leading to a rapid capacity loss.16,17 Moreover, the
low electrical conductivity of Si further causes poor cycling and
rate performances.18 It is notable that the rational design of
Si/carbon hybrids with a void space to accommodate its volume
expansion can improve the cycling performance of Si.19–21

Nevertheless, Si/carbon hybrids typically present rather low
initial coulombic efficiency (CE), which makes them not viable
for use in commercialized LIBs. On the other hand, graphite–
Si/C composites are widely considered as one of the most
promising anode materials for LIBs.22 However, they usually
offer poor cycling performance, especially at high temperature.
In this context, it is of practical interest to develop an effective
strategy to improve the electrochemical performance of
graphite–Si anodes.23

Due to its high theoretical specic capacity (�200 mA h g�1),
good structural stability and low cost,24 LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2

(NCA) has emerged as one of the most promising cathode
materials for next generation high-energy batteries. However, at
a high working temperature, the increase of impedance and the
poor thermal stability of NCA oen lead to a signicant capacity
fading, especially at high charge/discharge rates.25–27 Recently,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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Scheme 1 Schematic illustration of lithium ion batteries during
cycling. (a) LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 (NCA)/liquid electrolyte/graphite and
(b) NCA/PETEA-based gel polymer electrolyte/graphite.
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much work has concentrated on the performance decay mech-
anism of NCA during its high temperature cycling.28 We note
that the high reactivity of NCA with liquid electrolytes is
considered as one of the most important reasons, which easily
cause thermal runaway.29 Coating the NCA material with
a uniform layer of materials such as SiO2, TiO2, Ni3(PO4)2,
FePO4 and AlF3 has been proven as an effective way to enhance
its cycling performance.30–32 However, it remains a great chal-
lenge to ensure a strong interaction (i.e., adhesion) between the
coating layer and NCA.33 Thus, there is a vital need to develop an
approach to reduce the reactivity between NCA and liquid
electrolytes.

To date, the safety of high-energy LIBs has been a primary
issue concerning their widespread use in EVs.4,34–39 Combustible
liquid electrolytes (LEs) are the major cause of poor safety as
they may leak from LIBs and cause re or explosion.40 In sharp
contrast, gel-polymer electrolytes (GPEs) are semi-solid organic
compounds with good re-resistant properties, poor liquidity
and relatively good mechanical strength. More importantly,
they display less reactivity with electrodes at high temperature.41

On the other hand, GPEs possess low ionic conductivity and
poor contact/adhesion with electrodes.41Nonetheless, the use of
GPEs may improve the electrochemical performance and safety
of LIBs. This has yet to be largely explored.

In our previous work, we reported a facile in situ synthesis of
a pentaerythritol tetraacrylate (PETEA)-based GPE with an
extremely high ionic conductivity. The GPE was synthesized via
radical polymerization of pentaerythritol tetraacrylate (PETEA)
monomers using azodiisobutyronitrile (AIBN) as the initiator in
the presence of a liquid electrolyte (1 M bis(triuoromethane)
sulfonamide lithium (LiTFSI) salt in a non-aqueous mixture of
1,2-dioxolane (DOL)/dimethoxymethane (DME) (1 : 1 by
volume) with 1 wt% LiNO3 additive). The lithium–sulfur (Li–S)
batteries with this GPE present excellent rate and cycling
performance.42 Herein, we report a viable and robust strategy to
cra high-energy density and safe GPE LIBs composed of NCA
and graphite–Si/C (or graphite) as the cathode and anode,
respectively, by applying the PETEA-based GPE (the liquid
electrolyte comprises 1 M LiPF6 solution dissolved in ethylene
carbonate (EC)/diethyl carbonate (DEC)/ethyl methyl carbonate
(EMC)). The PETEA-based GPE exhibited superior ionic
conductivity and excellent adhesion to electrodes. The NCA/
GPE/graphite–Si/C and NCA/GPE/graphite batteries revealed
excellent electrochemical performance even under high rate
and high temperature conditions. Intriguingly, PETEA-based
GPE batteries also demonstrated much lower gas production
at the discharge rate of 5C during cycling at 45 �C and did not
undergo violent combustion during the nail penetration test
compared to the liquid electrolyte batteries. Such markedly
improved electrochemical and safety performances can be
ascribed primarily to the protective effect of the judiciously
designed GPE. As illustrated in Scheme 1, the three-
dimensional network of the PETEA-based GPE acts as an
internal scaffold to enable a better contact between the elec-
trolyte and electrodes. A very tight protective lm is formed on
the surface of both electrodes, inhibiting the cyclable Li
consumption and side reactions with the electrolyte.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
Furthermore, this protective lm also protects the electrodes
from structural damage during the lithiation/delithiation
process, especially the dissolution of NCA and the heat reac-
tions between the electrode and electrolyte. As such, the inte-
gration of PETEA-based GPEs and Si/C anodes may offer
a versatile way of developing GPE-based batteries with high
energy density and superior electrochemical and safety
performances.

Experimental
Battery assembly

Four types of so-packed full batteries with a nominal capacity
of 2 A h were designed and assembled. They are NLG, NLGS,
NPG and NPGS as shown in Table S1.† The cathode consists of
91% LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 (Shenzhen BTR New Energy Martials
Co., Ltd), 4% carbon black (Super-P), 4% PVDF, and 1% carbon
nanotubes (CNTs). There are two types of anodes prepared in
this work. The rst type is composed of 93% graphite, 3%
Super-P, 2.4% styrene–butadiene rubber (SBR) and 1.6%
carboxyl methyl cellulose sodium (CMC, C8H11O7Na). The
second type comprises 93% graphite–Si composite (Shenzhen
BTR New Energy Martials Co., Ltd), 3% Super-P, 2.4% SBR and
1.6% CMC. The mass loading of the NCA cathode, graphite
anode and graphite–Si/C anode is 13.5 mg cm�2, 7.7 mg cm�2

and 7.4 mg cm�2, respectively. A polypropylene/polyethylene/
polypropylene trilayer lm was used as the separator. A liquid
electrolyte and PETEA-based GPE were used as electrolytes. The
liquid electrolyte contains 1 M LiPF6 solution dissolved in
ethylene carbonate (EC)/diethyl carbonate (DEC)/ethyl methyl
carbonate (EMC) (volume ratio of EC : DEC : EMC ¼ 1 : 1 : 1).
The GPE was prepared by adding 1.5 wt% gel-polymer precur-
sors (i.e., pentaerythritol tetraacrylate; PETEA) and 0.1 wt%
azodiisobutyronitrile (AIBN) to the liquid electrolyte (PETEA-
based GPE). The AIBN showed an excellent electrochemical
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2017, 5, 18888–18895 | 18889
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stability between 2.75 V and 4.5 V (Fig. S1†). The electrolytes
were then injected into the so-packed full batteries. The gel-
polymer batteries were obtained via in situ polymerization of
PETEA by placing the cells into an oven at 70 �C for 6 hours. The
cells were then aged for 24 h at room temperature to complete
the polymerization.

Electrochemical and safety testing

The cycling and rate performances of the batteries at 25 �C and
45 �C were tested between 4.2 V and 2.75 V using a battery test
system (Maccor, USA). During the cycling tests, all cells were
placed in a chamber (Espec, Japan) to ensure a constant envi-
ronmental temperature. During the electrochemical character-
ization, the volume of the batteries was measured before and
aer the cycling tests by the drainage method, aiming at
examining the volumetric dilatation and calculating the volume
of the generated gases. Incremental capacity analysis (ICA) was
conducted to investigate the degradation of the full cells. They
were applied on the fresh and cycled cells by charging and
discharging the cells at a very low current rate (0.04C). The
obtained capacity–voltage results from these measurements
were then used to calculate differential capacity curves (dQ/dV).
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements
on batteries before and aer cycling were conducted using
a multichannel electrochemical station (VMP3, France) over
a frequency range of 10�2–105 Hz at a perturbation voltage of
5 mV. Before each test, the cell was charged to 3.95 V and held at
that voltage for 2 h, and then rested for 5 h to reach the equi-
librium state. The equivalent circuit displayed in Fig. S3† was
employed to t and analyze the EIS data. In the equivalent
circuit, Rb refers to the bulk resistance which indicates the
ohmic resistance of the electrodes and the electrolyte. Rsei and
Rct are the SEI lm resistance and the charge-transfer resis-
tance, respectively. Coin cells (CR2032) were assembled to
examine the specic capacities of fresh and cycled graphite,
graphite–Si/C and NCA electrodes. In these studies, lithium
metal foils were used as the anode while the fresh or cycled
electrodes disassembled from the full cells were used as the
cathode. The coin cells were assembled in an argon-lled glove-
box and 1 M LiPF6 in EC/DEC/EMC (volume ratio: 1 : 1 : 1) was
used as the electrolyte. The specic capacities were determined
at 0.1C (Land 2001A, China). Nail penetration tests were con-
ducted to examine the safety of the full cells. In these tests, the
cells were rst charged to 100% state-of-charge (SOC). Then,
a nail was penetrated into the center of batteries at a constant
speed, during which the temperature on the cell surface and the
cell voltage were measured and recorded by using sensors.

Material characterization

The ionic conductivity of the electrolytes was tested by using an
ion conductivity meter (DDS-307, INESA Scientic Instrument
Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China). The test process was carried out in
a glovebox lled with an inert gas, and the probe of the ion
conductivity meter was placed inside the liquid electrolyte and
PETEA-based GPE. The cycled cells were discharged to 0% SOC,
and then transferred into a glovebox and disassembled. The
18890 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2017, 5, 18888–18895
cycled anode and cathode were collected and rinsed with
dimethyl carbonate (DMC), aer which, the electrodes were
dried in a vacuum oven. A series of material characterizations
were performed on the fresh and cycled electrodematerials. The
compositions of the electrode materials before and aer cycling
were examined by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku D/max 2500/
PC using Cu Ka radiation with l ¼ 1.5418 �A). A eld emission
scanning electron microscope at 5 kV (FESEM, HITACH S4800)
was used to evaluate the microstructure and morphology of the
materials and the electrodes. The particle size distribution was
measured by using a laser particle size analyzer (Mastersizer
2000Hydro2000MU). The surface compositions were analyzed
using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, PHI 5000 Ver-
saProbe II) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR,
Bio-rad FTS 6000). The C1s peak for the graphitic carbon at
284.8 eV was used as a reference for the calibration of XPS
peaks. The gas components and percent were tested by gas
chromatography (GC) analysis (Agilent 7890A). Thermogravi-
metric analysis (TGA) of the liquid electrolyte with a commercial
separator as well as the gel polymer electrolyte with a commer-
cial separator was conducted under an air ow at a rate of
10 �C min�1 (NETZSCH STA449F3).

Results and discussion

The batteries were assembled by employing graphite particles
or graphite–Si/C composites as the anode active material and
NCA as the cathode. A liquid electrolyte and PETEA-based GPE
were used as electrolytes and their ionic conductivity is 9.41 and
8.46 � 10�3 S cm�1 at 25 �C, respectively. Four types of
batteries, that is, NCA/liquid electrolyte/graphite, NCA/liquid
electrolyte/(graphite–Si/C), NCA/PETEA-based GPE/graphite,
and NCA/PETEA-based GPE/(graphite–Si/C), were assembled
(Table S1, Fig. S2 and S3†) and denoted as NLG, NLGS, NPG and
NPGS, respectively. The component and formation mechanism
of the PETEA-based GPE can be found in our previous work,42

and it has a jelly-like appearance (Fig. S4†). The energy densities
of NLG, NPG, NLGS and NPGS batteries are 210, 215, 225 and
228 W h kg�1, respectively, which are much higher than
160–180 W h kg�1 of traditional power batteries. Fig. 1
compares the cycling performance and rate capability of NLG,
NPG, NLGS, and NPGS batteries. Clearly, the use of the PETEA-
based GPE enhanced the cycling performance of the batteries at
both 25 �C (Fig. 1a) and 45 �C (Fig. 1b), especially for the NPGS
batteries. At a high temperature of 45 �C, the capacities of NPGS
and NPG batteries aer 280 cycles are 1.88 A h and 1.99 A h and
the capacity retentions are 83.9% and 86.4%, respectively,
which are much larger than those of NLGS (68.9%) and NLG
(75.7%), respectively. Moreover, the batteries with the PETEA-
based GPE also showed a better cycling performance at a high
discharge rate. For NPGS and NPG batteries, the capacities are
1.65 A h and 1.74 A h aer 200 cycles at the current rate of 5C,
and the corresponding capacity retentions are 81.2% and
92.5%, respectively, which also outperformed those of NLGS
(55.9% only) and NLG (51.4% only) batteries (Fig. 1c).

Among the four types of batteries, the NLGS batteries dis-
played the fastest capacity decay at both 25 �C and 45 �C. With
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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Fig. 1 Electrochemical performance of the four types of full batteries.
(a–c) Cycling performance at (a) 0.5C/1C at 25 �C, (b) 0.5C/1C at 45 �C,
and (c) 0.5C/5C at 25 �C. (d) Rate performance at 25 �C. (e) Gas
generation of the batteries after 280 cycles at a temperature of 45 �C;
(f) gas generation of the batteries after 200 cycles at a large discharge
rate of 5C.

Fig. 2 EIS of NLGS (a) and NPGS (b) batteries before and after cycling
at 0.5C charge/1C discharge at 45 �C. Examination of the safety
performance of the batteries by the nail penetration test of NLGS (c)
and NPGS (d) batteries. Specific capacity of the graphite anode (e) and
NCA cathode (f) before and after 280 cycles at 0.5C charge/1C
discharge and 45 �C.
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a change of the electrolyte to the GPE, the NPGS batteries show
an obvious improvement in the cycle life, which indicates that
the synthesized PETEA matrix with a higher crosslink density as
an elastic coating layer covered on the surface of the graphite–
Si/C anode to prevent the Si nanoparticles from cracking and
contacting with the electrolyte. Fig. 1b and c clearly demon-
strate the advantageous effect of incorporating the PETEA-
based GPE in enhancing the cycling performance of the
batteries cycled at a high temperature and high rate. The gas
production of these four types of batteries before and aer the
cycling tests was also examined (Fig. 1e and f). The gas gener-
ation of the four types of batteries aer 200 cycles at a discharge
rate of 1C and a temperature of 25 �C is negligible, and the
volume and shape of the batteries have not obviously changed
before and aer the cycling test. In sharp contrast, a large
amount of gas was detected for the batteries assembled with the
liquid electrolyte (i.e., NLG and NLGS) cycled at a high
temperature and high rate. Especially for the NLGS battery, the
volume expansion was as high as 25% aer cycling at 45 �C
(Fig. 1e) and 18% aer cycling at 5C discharge rate (Fig. 1f). This
may be attributed to the large side reactions between the
graphite–Si/C and electrolyte. In addition, the repeated forma-
tion of the solid electrolyte interface (SEI) lm on Si nano-
particles may also generate some gases. The results described
above suggest that although the graphite–Si/C anode is bene-
cial to improve the energy density, the fast cycling degradation
and gas generation make it difficult to utilize it together with
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
liquid electrolytes. Surprisingly, the batteries using the PETEA-
based GPE (i.e., NPG and NPGS) exhibited a nearly negligible
volume change (<4%) in both high temperature and high
discharge rate tests. It is interesting to note that the amount of
gas generation in NPGS was much less than that in NPG (Fig. 1e
and f). Therefore, the PETEA-based GPE can effectively inhibit
the side reactions at the electrolyte/electrode interface and
reduce the gas generation, especially for the graphite–Si/C
anode batteries.

For the rate capabilities of the four types of batteries, there is
no obvious difference at low charging/discharging rates (#1C)
(Fig. 1d). However, at a high discharge rate of 5C, NPG batteries
delivered a lower reversible capacity (around 1.5 A h) than liquid
electrolyte batteries (NLG, around 2.0 A h). This can be attrib-
uted primarily to the larger electrolyte resistance (Rb) and
charge transfer resistance (Rct) caused by the GPE (Fig. S5 and
Table S2†). However, it is clearly evident that the batteries using
the graphite–Si/C anode with the PETEA-based GPE (NPGS)
exhibited unexpected rate capabilities close to the batteries
using the liquid electrolyte (NLG and NLGS). The electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) analysis revealed that
although the Rb of NPGS batteries is still slightly higher, its Rct is
obviously less, which contributes to a relatively lower total
resistance of NPGS than NPG. This can be attributed probably to
the high intercalation/de-intercalation kinetics of the nano/
micro structures of the graphite–Si anode. The implementa-
tion of graphite–Si/C can compensate for the relatively poor rate
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2017, 5, 18888–18895 | 18891
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Fig. 3 SEM images of (a and b) the fresh graphite anode before
cycling, (c and d) the cycled graphite anodewith the PETEA-based GPE
and (e and f) the cycled anode with the liquid electrolyte.
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capability of batteries using GPEs due to the fast lithiation/
delithiation characteristics of nano-sized Si.

Fig. 2a and b show the comparison of the EIS results and the
corresponding ttings of NLGS and NPGS batteries before and
aer 0.5C/1C cycling at 45 �C. For the freshly prepared battery,
the Rb of the NPGS battery is 1.3 mU larger than that of the
NLGS battery, indicating that the replacement of the liquid
electrolyte with the GPE slightly increased the ohmic resistance
of the battery. Aer cycling, the Rb of the NLGS battery increased
to 31.7 mU, representing a 46.8% increase ((31.7 � 21.6 mU)/
21.6 mU ¼ 46.8%), which is larger than that of the NPGS
battery (i.e., (29.9 � 22.9 mU)/22.9 mU ¼ 30.6%). The growth of
Rb is usually caused by the decomposition of electrolytes, which
leads to the accumulation by-products. The more generated
gases and faster increase of Rb in the NLGS battery suggest
serious interfacial side-reactions between the electrolyte and
the electrode. Meanwhile, the solid electrolyte interface resis-
tance (Rsei) of the NLGS battery increased dramatically from
2.5 mU to 19.8 mU. In contrast, the Rsei of the NPGS battery
exhibited a slower increase from 3.2 mU to 12.1 mU, indicating
that the SEI lm formed with the GPE in the NPGS battery was
more stable. Typically, a stable SEI lm is known to protect the
electrode, inhibit the side-reactions, and reduce the consump-
tion of reversible lithium. In addition, before cycling, the Rct

values of NLGS and NPGS batteries are almost the same
(�18 mU). However, aer cycling, the NPGS battery showed
a much smaller Rct (11.8 mU) than the NLGS battery (13.1 mU),
suggesting that the GPE is benecial for the formation of a tight
electrode/electrolyte interface with less resistance, thereby
contributing to the excellent rate performance of the NPGS
battery.

The nail penetration test was conducted to directly evaluate
the safety performance of NLGS and NPGS batteries (Fig. S6†). A
nail was penetrated into the center of a fully charged battery
slowly. As depicted in Fig. 2c and d, the NLGS battery underwent
a drastic ination, followed by violent combustion when the
nail was penetrated into the pouch. The surface temperature of
the NLGS battery jumped to 200 �C in a few seconds. This
indicates that the short current of the battery due to the nail
penetration activated the reaction between the electrode and
liquid electrolyte, releasing a huge amount of heat within a very
short time that led to the erce re (Video S1-le† and Fig. 2c).43

In comparison, the NPGS battery exhibited no obvious change
(Video S1-right† and Fig. 2d) and the highest temperature of the
NPGS battery was only 105 �C. These observations revealed that
the battery utilizing the GPE cannot easily combust even in
harsh environments, providing convincing evidence that the
application of GPEs in graphite–Si/C based batteries can largely
improve their safety. The heat reaction between the electrolyte
and graphite–Si/C can be greatly suppressed. The formation of
the three-dimensional network of the PETEA-based GPE on the
surfaces of the graphite–Si/C anode and NCA cathode may
greatly reduce the heat reaction activity. TGA measurements
showed that the PETEA-based GPE with a commercial separator
had a much higher thermal stability than the liquid electrolyte
with a commercial separator (Fig. S7†), which is of great
signicance for the safety improvement of GPE batteries. Cell
18892 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2017, 5, 18888–18895
opening and post-mortem investigations were carried out aer
280 cycles at 45 �C. The specic capacities of the graphite anode
and NCA cathode before and aer cycling were examined by
half-cell tests. As evidenced in Fig. 2e and f, the specic
capacities of the anode and cathode materials in both liquid
electrolyte and GPE systems experienced signicant decays aer
cycling. However, it can be seen that both the anode and
cathode materials in the GPE system delivered a higher specic
capacities aer cycling, substantiating the protective effect of
the GPE on the electrodes. The SEM images of the electrodes
before and aer cycling also supported the protective role of the
GPE in the electrodes. Clearly, the fresh anode surfaces are
relatively clean and smooth (Fig. 3a and b). A very dense
protective lm was then observed on the surface of the cycled
graphite anode implementing the GPE, which can greatly
suppress the side-reactions between the graphite and electro-
lyte, resulting in little by-products formed on the surface of the
dense protective lm (Fig. 3c and d). The protective lm was
also observed on the NCA cathodes (Fig. S8†). The thickness of
the GPE lm is approximately 400 nm as shown in the cross-
sectional SEM images (Fig. S9†). In addition, the PETEA-based
GPE is also in situ polymerized at the interspace of the
graphite anode to protect the Si nanoparticles from cracking
and expanding. Because the PETEA-based GPE and the SEI lm
possess similar functional groups, it is a challenge to clearly
identify the components of the polymerized PETEA lm on the
cathode and anode by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (Fig. 4 and
S10 and S11†). However, markedly different surface compo-
nents were found on the electrode surface of the cycled batteries
with and without the polymerized PETEA lm. For the anode
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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Fig. 4 (a) FTIR and (b) XPS of C 1s of the cycled graphite–Si/C anode
from NLGS and NPGS. (c) XPS of O 1s of the NCA cathode from NLGS
and NPGS.
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using the liquid electrolyte, due to the absence of the protective
lm on the surface of graphite, severe side reactions at the
graphite/electrolyte interface occurred, leading to the formation
of large by-products and gases (Fig. 3e and f). The FTIR of cycled
graphite–Si/C using the liquid electrolyte displays much larger
peaks of Li2CO3 (at 866, 1425 and 1500 cm�1) (Fig. 4a),44 indi-
cating that the by-products resulting from severe side reactions
between the graphite anode and electrolyte mainly consist of
Li2CO3. The C 1s XPS spectrum of the graphite anode from
NLGS aer cycling at 45 �C also shows a strong peak that can be
assigned to Li2CO3 at 290.4 eV (Fig. 4b), which is in good
agreement with the FTIR result. The larger generation of Li2CO3

suggests the formation of a large amount of gases, which is in
accordance with the large volume of gas generation in NLGS.44

The gas analysis shows that the generated gases are composed
of CH4 (51.67%), CO2 (15.07%), CO (11.85%), C2H6 (11.06%),
C3H8 (7.19%), N2 (2.54%) and O2 (0.62%). The gas evolution is
intimately related to SEI and by-product formation on the
electrode surface. The detailed generation mechanism of
Li2CO3 and gases was discussed in the ESI.† In the XPS analysis,
three typical peaks at 285.9, 286.6 and 287.8 eV can be assigned
to C–O, C]O and O–C]O groups, respectively, in the species as
the main components of the SEI lm (Fig. 4b and S7†).45,46 For
the cathode electrode, the surface morphologies of fresh and
cycled NCA with the liquid electrolyte were found to be similar
to each other (Fig. S8a, b, e and f†), while an obvious protective
lm was formed on the surface of NCA employing the GPE
(Fig. S8c and d†). The XPS proles of O 1s and C 1s in fresh cells
show the presence of C–O–Li and C]O from organic
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
compounds on the surface lm and the M–O bond of NCA at
528–530 eV cannot be detected (Fig. 4c), indicating that the
surface of NCA was completely covered by the formed surface
lm. Aer cycling, the XPS proles of O1s and C 1s revealed
that the surface components of the species noted above were
transformed into the SEI compounds (i.e., Li2CO3 and
ROCO2Li), further suggesting the gas generation during
cycling (Fig. 4c and S10 and S11†).28 Notably, a large peak at
529.6 eV was emerged for the cycled NCA cathode from both
NLGS and NPGS, which can be assigned to the O–Ni bond of
NCA (Fig. 4c),47 signifying that the NCA cathode was partially
dissolved and migrated to the electrode surface. This
phenomenon can be ascribed primarily to the instability of
NCA without the protection layer in the weak acid environ-
ment of the electrolyte at high temperature.48 However, it can
be seen that the corresponding peak intensity of the NCA
cathode from NPGS aer cycling at 45 �C is much smaller than
that from NLGS. This result further substantiates the protec-
tive role of the PETEA-based GPE, which also can reduce the
dissolution and migration of NCA. The incremental capacity
analysis (ICA) analysis (dQ/dV) of the NLGS battery and NPGS
battery also shows that the loss of active materials and the
consumption of reversible lithium ions in NPGS are much
smaller than those in NLGS aer cycling at 45 �C (Fig. S12†).49

These results conrm that the polymerized PETEA can effec-
tively inhibit the interfacial side reactions and preserve the
NCA cathode.

Conclusions

In summary, we developed novel PETEA-based gel-polymer
electrolyte (GPE) batteries comprising LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2

(NCA) as the cathode and graphite–Si/C or graphite as the
anode. The GPE batteries demonstrated greatly enhanced
cycle life, much lower gas generation and higher reliable
safety, in particular the graphite–Si/C GPE batteries. Such
markedly improved performance was attributed to the
implementation of the judiciously prepared PETEA-based
GPE. The incorporation of the PETEA-based GPE into LIBs
imparted not only a better contact between the PETEA-based
GPE and the electrodes to yield an excellent interface with
a lower resistance by functioning as an internal scaffold due to
its three-dimensional network structure, but also the forma-
tion of a high quality protective lm on the surface of the
electrodes during cycling (i.e., dual functionalities). These
unique features effectively inhibited the decomposition of the
electrolyte and the electrochemical side and heat reactions,
and retained the structural integrity of both electrodes,
thereby resulting in excellent rate and safety performances.
This study highlights the potential of exploiting graphite–Si/C
anodes with a novel GPE as one of the promising candidates to
replace conventional battery constituents and advance the
development of power LIBs.
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